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Dictionary word search algorithm

By Greg Lindberg Microsoft Word is a word processing software that allows users to create different types of documents, including user guides, essays, manuals, novels, address labels and flyers. Word also includes many features that help you edit documents. All versions of Word include an embedded dictionary and a spelling checker feature. You can
change the default dictionary to a new dictionary of another language, or you can add a custom dictionary that you designed. Open Microsoft Word 2003. Click the Tools menu option, and then click Options. Click the Spelling and Grammar tab, and then click Custom Dictionaries. Click all custom dictionaries in which you want to change them from the
Dictionary List box. Click the New option if you want to create the custom dictionary. Enter a name for the new dictionary in the File name box. Click the Save button. Click the check box next to the Suggest only field in the main dictionary so that it is not selected. Click the new dictionary you created from the Dictionary List box. Click the OK button to change
the dictionary. Open Microsoft Word 2007. Click the Microsoft Office button at the top of the app. Click Word Options, and then click The Check option. The Dictionary dialog box appears. Click the box next to the Suggest only field in the main dictionary so that it is not checked. Click the Custom Dictionaries option. Click the box next to the custom dictionaries
that you want to use so that the box is selected. Click the Apply button. Create a new custom dictionary by clicking the New option, and then entering the name of the new dictionary in the File name box. Click the Save button and select the new dictionary from the Dictionary list. 1 of 40 Buzzy Whether it's the Battle of Winterfell or a popular local restaurant,
this word refers to anything everyone can't stop talking about. If it generates attention and makes you talk, it's noisy. RELATED: The most romantic restaurant in every state 2 out of 40 Stan Super fans have been calling themselves this for a while now, but it can also be a verb. Who else stanned for the Backstreet Boys? Or were you on the *NSYNC team? 3
of 40 On-Brand If you're a pizza lover and share an Instagram post of a slice, followers might comment that it's so on the brand. This is because this adjective describes anything that accepts or correlates with public image or identity. 4 out of 40 Swale If his or her muscles are swollen, you can safely say they are swole. Merriam-Webster also noticed that a lot
of people can't look that way now, but they want to get swele. 5 of 40 Screen Time We're spending so much time looking at screens that experts at Merriam-Webster felt the need to add a term about it. On some devices, you can even see how many minutes (or hours...) you look down at your Your. or browsing your laptop. RELATED TO: Your child probably
has Text Neck – Here's what you need to know 6 out of 40 Disconnect All that screen time might encourage you to disconnect, which involves setting down your device and removing yourself from the online world. 7 out of 40 receipts, we all have target receipts, but we don't all have those receipts. If you show your friend a text or photo that acts as proof that
something has happened, you have the receipts. 8 out of 40 Cybersafety You can rest easy knowing your Internet practices are keeping you safe and safe. That means a lot of passwords and vigilance when browsing the Net. 10 out of 40 Peak Yes, the mountains are known for their literal peaks, but we're not looking at the mountains right now. We're
checking out the top adventurers in the foreground. This is metaphorically expanded to mean being at heigh's popularity, use or attention, according to Merriam-Webster. 11 of the 40 Benedict your favorite brunch menu item is now *official* a dictionary entry. It's one of the many ways we like to eat eggs, and we highly recommend it with a Bloody Mary or
mimosa. 12 of 40 Cheesemonger The next time the local cheese shop owner helps, be sure to recognize its official title. That's right, isn't it? Cheesemongers are responsible for handing you the most delicious block of cheddar, Swiss, gruyere and more. RELATED: Do Bacon Cheese Popovers 13 of the 40 Heart-Stopper Did you feel like you were going to
burst watching Kyle Guy shoot those free throws during the University of Virginia's final four match-up against Auburn? That's because he was a heart stopper who could describe an interesting suspense competition. 14 of 40 Hustle Long considered another word for a scam, can also refer to someone who gives his or her all. Like when Billy Hamilton runs
away, we can really respect his excitement on the field. 15 out of 40 Headwind We know what headwinds are in a literal sense, but a more abstract use is to describe something that inhibits progress. Meanwhile, tailwind can now be referred to as a force that promotes progress. 16 of 40 Oche If you are an expert darts player, you probably already know that
this is the line you have to stand behind when you throw. 17 of 40 Page View The success of a company could be determined by how many page views they have, which is another way of telling the number of people who have visited their site. 20 of the 40 Chai Lette It looks like I've all visited Starbucks to go-to-drink enough times to justify an entry. Made
from spiced black tea and steamed milk, it is a coffee alternative that keeps you alert and ready to start the day. 21 of 40 Double-Dip The best way to maximize chip and experience is to load on the dip. That's why we're not going to blame you for taking your first bite and coming back for another spoon. (Although some of your cleaner-conscious friends might
not agree). 22 of Ghost Pepper If your mouth is already on fire, you've probably tried (or seen almost-countless people try) super spicy Chilli from South Asia. Bhut jolokia is another word for it, and that wording is also presented in the dictionary update. 23 of 40 Mofongo A traditional Puerto Rican dish, it comprises green plantains toasted green puree with
garlic, salt and olive oil. Many people also throw in some kind of meat or seafood to go with it. 25 out of 40 Java Just another word for the good old cup of Joe, also refers to the Indonesian island where Arabica coffee beans are grown. Even better, these beans are used to make a coffee that is corpulent and not too acidic. 26 of 40 Bay-Rum Tree Bay rum is
a fragrant liquid that is often found in deodorant, cologne and shaving soap. Its origin? This tree from West India (also known as Pimenta racemosa), which just so happens to have the exact same name. 28 out of 40 Stick and Poke Tattoo qualified artists in this form know that it involves sinking a needle into ink and creating design one point at a time. They
are more accessible, but could cause even more discomfort. RELATED: 15 Significant Mother-Daughter Tattoo Ideas 29 of 40 Bottle Episode Although these two words are just a way of saying a cheap TV episode products, many believe it all started with Star Trek. When they were on the ship, the actors were limited in one space, which made it easier and
less expensive for the producers. 30 of 40 Bug-Out Bag We're guessing The Walking Dead fans all have their own custom bug-out bag, designed to hold any survival supplies they need for a life- or world in emergency danger. Image Republic/ShutterstockLanguage is used to decipher the world we live in, and that world is constantly changing. So are the
words we use to describe them. Dictionaries keep track of words that are important enough to make cut, including seemingly strange ones, that are culturally relevant at some point in time. In the last decade, some of these words have been downright funny. Why is that? Elin Asklöv, a foreign language expert at Babbel, explains this because we have the
feeling that they are invented and it is funny to see them in a serious context in a dictionary, when in reality all words are invented. Here are some recent additions to some very serious dictionaries that might surprise you and make you laugh. rd.com Tall, skinny and handsome. And no, we're not talking about Brad Pitt. A tall boy is a 16-ounce can of beer that
becomes a sought-after standard for breweries. Merriam-Webster defines it as a cylindrical box for drinks (such as beer) usually measuring 16 ounces of liquids (0.47 l). could you use it in a sentence? Next time you're scouting for a beer, try a tall boy for compact quality. The introduction in the 171-year-old dictionary in 2019 certainly makes the list for the
important beer milestones knew about. rd.com In our fast, technology-based world, it can be tempting to shorten your words, especially when writing online. Social media has a great influence on language, according to Asklöv. Meh is essentially the verbal equivalent of shrugging. It might sound surprising that such a word meh has been added to the
merriam-Webster dictionary, but Asklöv is not surprised. Many of the words she adds come from informal settings, it would be through social networks, she explains. Then travel to other types of media, gain popularity, and become common enough to be added to the dictionary. By the way, this is exactly how words are added to the dictionary.
rd.comMerriam-Webster, who added this word in 2015, defines twerking as sexually suggestive dance characterized by rapid, repeated hip pushing and buttock shaking especially while squatting. This might be the least hip way to describe twerking, says Kevin Lockett, author of the Digital Manual 2020. But despite the clinical definition of dance that was
popularized by Miley Cyrus, Lockett gives kudos to the dictionary to include the word at all. After all, even if it seems silly to put in an official language book, twerking was - for better or worse - was culturally important to an entire generation. Don't miss these 9 funny but old words to improve your vocabulary. rd.com This word combines brother and romance
to encapsulate an almost non-sexual friendship between men, according to Merriam-Webster. Bromances are classified by back-slap hugs and exchanges of I love you, man, with a focus on man. Asklöv points out that, from a traditional gender-role perspective, the concept of a bromance is comical-and perhaps a little mocking. Good or bad, that's because it
characterizes a close relationship and emotions that men usually (or rather stereotypically) don't show. But once a bromance is official, people can let the flag of their friendship fly. rd.com This word has two meanings: an aquatic bird and an eccentric old man. The nature of the bird – small and modest – was adopted to describe an older person with simple
manners. But it's usually used in combination with the word crazy, so it's not as harmless as this definition can sound. If you see such a person talking to himself near the coot pond, don't worry-he's just a crazy old coot. Although this word has existed since the 15th century, it was only added to the Oxford English Dictionary in 2014. This word may seem
quite simple, but this other small three-letter word is actually the most complicated word in English. rd.com You might be able to guess what that word means, but let's see what the experts have to Extremely scrumptious, excellent, splendid; (esp. of food) delicious is how Oxford English defines it. This word was first used by novelist Roald Dahl and
popularized in Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, and was added to the dictionary in 2016. rd.com Maybe you first heard that word when you were just starting something. Slang for newbie, Merriam-Webster as a noob as someone who has recently started a certain activity. You might realize you're a noob once you've read those words and phrases that you
probably all use wrong. rd.com I think Paris Hilton. Mariah Carey. Queen George. Totes, short for the total, is essential for the language of dives like these. Added to the Oxford English Dictionary in 2015, Totes's future is questionable because it may not survive evolving linguistic nuances, says Asklöv. Dictionaries should reflect the use of language in the
English world, but over 20 years, I could see totes [disappearing] because it is such an argogy word, she explains. Here's more about where your favorite slang words actually came from. rd.com It's a way of life. Chin shears, craft beer, nothing artisan, and music that will never be on the Top 40. The Oxford English Dictionary defines hipsterism as the state or
condition of being hipster; culture or style of a hipster or hipster. Whether you like it or hate it, this style has permeated our culture over the past decade, making it significant enough to be included in the history of the English language. While you might not be a fan of hipsterism as a word or a concept, you might just love those 30 slang words from 1920 that
are worth bringing back. rd.com Finally, a word to describe this overwhelmingly irritable feeling you get when you're running on an empty stomach. A hunger and furious merger, the first known use of hendry was in 1918, but was only added to Merriam-Webster in 2018. rd.com Get schmoozing-behave in a charismatic way to get professional or personal
favors-and poplar-it in the middle of a formal event with lots of schmoozers. Now you have a schmoozefest. Mysteries and misses at this type of event usually talk inansincerely, usually for a professional or other advantage, according to the Oxford English Dictionary, which added that word in 2019. While dictionary editors are usually spot-on, sometimes they
make mistakes and that's how these 9 false words ended up in the dictionary. rd.com the Oxford English Dictionary acknowledged the term in 2018, but was first popularized by a 1950 gossip columnist, Louella Parsons. She used nothingburger in reference to underage celebrities she considered unworthy of public attention. Essentially, a nothingburger is
someone or something that has little or no meaning to them. rd.com It is difficult to achieve favorite pop hero-culture of badasser, and frankly, it could be dangerous to engage in such types of badassery, badassery, In 2009, Merriam-Webster immortalized the word with this definition: the state or condition of being a hard. Of course, English is not the only
language with some pretty loud words. Here are 12 strange words that do not have an English translation, but totally should. Originally published: 07 October 2019 2019
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